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1 Introduction

In this extended abstract, we consider the “small $n$, large $p$” prediction problem, where the number of available samples $n$ is much smaller compared to the number of covariates $p$. This challenging setting is common for multiple applications, such as precision medicine, where obtaining additional samples can be extremely costly or even impossible. Extensive research effort has recently been dedicated to finding principled solutions for accurate prediction. However, a valuable source of additional information, domain experts, has not yet been efficiently exploited.

We propose to integrate expert knowledge as an additional source of information in high-dimensional sparse linear regression. We assume that the expert has knowledge on the relevance of the features in the regression and formulate the knowledge elicitation as a sequential probabilistic inference process with the aim of improving predictions. We introduce a strategy that uses Bayesian experimental design [2] to sequentially identify the most informative features on which to query the expert knowledge. By interactively eliciting and incorporating expert knowledge, our approach fits into the interactive learning literature [1,8]. The ultimate goal is to make the interaction as effortless as possible for the expert. This is achieved by identifying the most informative features on which to query expert feedback and asking about them first.

2 Method

We introduce a probabilistic model that subsumes both a sparse regression model which predicts external targets, and a model for encoding expert knowledge. We then present a method to query expert knowledge sequentially (one feature at a time), with the aim of getting fast improvement in the predictive accuracy of the regression with a small number of queries.

For the regression, a Gaussian observation model with a spike-and-slab sparsity-inducing prior [5] on the regression coefficients is used: $\mathbf{y} \sim N(\mathbf{Xw}, \sigma^2 \mathbf{I})$, $w_j \sim \gamma_j N(0, \psi^2) + (1 - \gamma_j)\delta_0; \gamma_j \sim \text{Bernoulli}(\rho)$, $j = 1, \ldots, p$, where $\mathbf{y} \in \mathbb{R}^n$ are

---

1 This extended abstract is adapted from [3].
the output values and $X \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times p}$ the matrix of covariate values. The regression coefficients are denoted by $w_1, \ldots, w_p$, and $\sigma^2$ is the residual variance. The $\gamma_j$ indicate inclusion ($\gamma_j = 1$) or exclusion ($\gamma_j = 0$) of the covariates in the regression ($\delta_0$ is a point mass at zero). The prior expected sparsity is controlled by $\rho$. The expert knowledge on the relevance of the features for the regression is encoded by a feedback model: $f_j \sim \gamma_j \text{Bernoulli}(\pi) + (1 - \gamma_j) \text{Bernoulli}(1 - \pi)$, where $f_j = 1$ indicates that feature $j$ is relevant and $f_j = 0$ not-relevant, and $\pi$ is the probability that the expert feedback is correct relative to the state of the covariate inclusion indicator $\gamma_j$.

As the number of covariates $p$ can be large, we assume that it is infeasible, or at least unnecessarily burdensome, to ask the expert about each feature. Instead, we aim to ask first about the features that are estimated to be the most informative given the (small) training data, and frame this problem as a Bayesian experimental design task [2,9]. We prioritize features based on their expected information gain for the predictive distribution of the regression. As the expert is queried for the feedbacks sequentially, the posterior distribution of the model and the prioritization are recomputed after each feedback in order to use the latest knowledge. At iteration $t$ for feature $j$, the expected information gain is

$$E_{p(f_j|D_t)} \left[ \sum_i \text{KL}[p(\tilde{y}|D_t, x_i, f_j) \parallel p(\tilde{y}|D_t, x_i)] \right],$$

where $D_t = \{(y_i, x_i) : i = 1, \ldots, n\} \cup \{f_j, \ldots, f_{j-1}\}$ denotes the training data together with the feedback that has been given at previous iterations and $p(f_j|D_t)$ is the posterior predictive distribution of the feedback for the $j$th feature. The summation over $i$ goes over the training dataset. This query scheme goes beyond pure prior elicitation [4,6,7] as the training data is used to facilitate an efficient expert knowledge elicitation. This is a crucial aspect that enables the elicitation in high-dimensional regression.

3 Discussion

The proposed method was tested in several “small $n$, large $p$” scenarios on synthetic and real data with simulated and real users [3]. The results confirm that improved prediction accuracy is already possible with a small number of user interactions, for the task of predicting product ratings based on the relevance of some of the words used in textual reviews. Our method can naturally be used on many other applications where expert feedback is needed, its main advantage being that it efficiently reduces the burden on the expert by asking first the most informative queries. However, the amount of improvement in different applications depends on the type of feedback requested, and on willingness and confidence of experts to provide the feedback. In addition, appropriate interface and visualization techniques are also required for a complete and effective interactive elicitation. These considerations are left for future work.
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